Getting to know the PYP:
Resources for the prospective or new PYP school, teacher, parent or caregiver

What is the PYP?
Here you can find general information on the PYP programme.
VIEW RESOURCES

Becoming a PYP school
Learn the process of initiating the PYP at your school.
VIEW INFORMATION

Inquiry through play
This is a short introduction for parents of early learners to explore the power of play, how to support learning through play and some examples of what this could look like.
EXPLORE NOW

Sharing PYP
Read blog articles, stories and insights shared from PYP educators and coordinators around the world.
READ ALL

PYP Playlist
This is an introduction for parents and teachers containing a wide range of e-learning resources to help develop a deeper understanding of the PYP, and become more active in supporting student learning.
VIEW RESOURCE

IB Webliography
High quality, external resources to facilitate teaching and learning produced by collaboration between IB and IB Educators around the world.
VIEW RESOURCES

IB Voices Podcasts
Listen to new PYP specific and programme agnostic podcasts, each episode lasting around 15 minutes.
LISTEN NOW

Authorization process milestones
This outline provides a general idea of the authorization process.
VIEW OUTLINE

Authorization nanos
These short, focused videos are aimed to support candidate schools through their authorization journey.
WATCH VIDEOS

PYP Blog
Implementing the PYP:
Resources for the experienced PYP school, teacher, parent or caregiver

PYP: From principles into practice
Here you can find the PYP curriculum framework. Published October 2018.
VIEW FRAMEWORK
33 support resources to guide you with the implementation of PYP: From principles into practice.
VIEW FRAMEWORK

Coordinator resources
These resources were developed in collaboration with PYP coordinators and provide practical examples and experiences.
VIEW RESOURCES

Continuity of learning
These resources are aimed at supporting schools and parents with continuity of learning.
Navigating changing times in the PYP.
VIEW RESOURCE
5 ways to support your child as a PYP parent.
READ NOW

Key findings from research
Here you can find a quick overview of studies from around the world on the impact & outcomes of PYP on students, teachers and schools.
VIEW RESOURCE
Read about research on lost learning.
READ NOW
Read about wellbeing during a crisis.
READ NOW

COVID-19 related resources
Resources to support teachers & leaders.
VIEW RESOURCES
IB online learning guide.
VIEW GUIDE
Personal inquiries in the PYP.
VIEW RESOURCE
PYP requirement flexibility.
VIEW RESOURCE
PYP programme development plan.
VIEW PLAN
An IB education for all modes of learning’ webinars.
VIEW RESOURCE
Wellbeing related podcasts.
VIEW RESOURCE

Subject guidance development report
Read updates on scope and sequence and transdisciplinary theme descriptor review. Published April 2021.
READ UPDATE

#PYPX2021
Share and celebrate the power of learning through the PYP digital exhibition.
VIEW EXHIBITION

Workshop nanos
Explore free PYP interactive modules, each lasting 30 minutes or less.
EXPLORE MODULES